
Vista Quantum Plus Real time DVR 

The Quantum Plus is a real time DVR 

offering scalable recording from CIF 

resolution at 400ips to D1 (4CIF) 

resolution at 100ips. A feature-rich 

machine, it offers multiprotocol RS485 

Telemetry control for PTZ domes, 

allowing for the control of the majority 

of dome systems on the market via 

the IR remote control (supplied), front 

keyboard, remote keyboard, mouse or 

remote client software supplied free of 

charge with each machine.

Because of its rich feature set, the DVRs 

are suitable for the majority of CCTV 

applications, allowing standardisation for 

sales teams and engineers. Recording of 

images per second and image quality 

is adjustable on a per camera basis 

via schedule, VMD, audio and alarm 

activations. Operation is controlled via 

a standard mouse, making it simple and 

intuitive which means little training is 

required.

The speed and quality of the recorded 

images allows them to be used for 

evidential purposes, while the simple 

search and download facility to DVD, CD 

or USB makes handling and transferring 

the images quick and easy. Each video 

input has an audio input to record an 

audio track per camera making the 

units ideal for interview room situations. 

Video recording can also be initiated via 

the audio input.

To learn more about this product range 

please visit us at vista-cctv.com

4CIF (D1) resolution recording

allows for high quality recorded evidence

Real time recording

Records 25ips per camera, up to 400ips global recording

Scalable 

any camera can be set to record at any quality & resolution and at different 

image rates per second 

Intuitive set-up menus

Driven for the front panel, mouse or remote control making it easy for the 

installer to set-up and the end user to operate

Multiprotocol RS485 telemetry control of PTZ domes

allows for the control of the majority of manufacturers’ domes

Audio input per video input

allows for audio tracks to be recorded for each camera also used to initiate 

different recording modes

Up to 3TB of memory onboard the unit

enough memory to cover the vast majority of applications

Key Features:

tHe PROFessiOnal CHOiCe
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MODELS IN THIS RANGE

VQPLUS04-320   4 Channel DVR 320GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS04-640   4 Channel DVR 640GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS04-1000   4 Channel DVR 1000GB DVD 400ips   
QPLUS08-320   8 Channel DVR 320GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS08-640   8 Channel DVR 640GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS08-1000   8 Channel DVR 1000GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS08-2000   8 Channel DVR 2000GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS08-3000   8 Channel DVR 3000GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS16-320   16 Channel DVR 320GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS16-640   16 Channel DVR 640GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS16-1000   16 Channel DVR 1000GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS16-2000   16 Channel DVR 2000GB DVD 400ips 
QPLUS16-3000   16 Channel DVR 3000GB DVD 400ips 

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATION

GENERAL 

Video inputs 4, 8 or 16 looping 1.0Vp-P/75Ω composite BnC connectors.
Video outputs 1 X 1.0Vp-P/75Ω composite, 1 X s-Video 1 X VGa, Programmable spot.
Alarm inputs 4 on the 4way, 8 on the 8 way and 16 on the 16 way
Alarm outputs 1 X ttl contact relay
Audio inputs 4RCa on the 4 way, 8 RCa on the 8 way and 16 on the 16 way
Audio output 1 RCa
Operating system  embedded linux
Video compression mPeG4
HDD sizes up to 3tB
Telemetry protocols Vista Rs485, Pelco P and Pelco D

RECORDING

Recording rate 4 way max 100ips (CiF), 50ips (2CiF), 25ips D1 (4CiF)
 8 way max 200ips (CiF), 100ips (2CiF), 50ips D1 (4CiF)
 16 way max 400ips (CiF), 200ips (2CiF), 100ips D1 (4CiF)
Pixel resolution 720x576 (Pal)
Picture quality  3 levels
Recording mode normal (tl), motion, alarm, schedule, Duration and audio
Display mode 4 way – 1 and 4 way splits
 8 way – 1, 4 and 8 way split
 16 way – 1, 4, 8 and 16 way split
Motion detection 256 zone, 3 levels of sensitivity, selectable per channel

PLAYBACK AND DOWNLOAD

Search modes Date & time, Calendar, event (alarm, motion, and audio)
Replay speeds normal, ReW and FF in x2, x4 and x16 speeds, Pause and 
 Frame advance
Still Image capture JPeG and BmP compression via viewer software
Download formats DVD-RW, CD, usB devices, network  

NETWORK

Network interface ethernet
Protocol tCP/iP, smtP, HttP, DHCP, PPPOe (aDsl)
Operating systems Windows 2000, XP (PC Client system)
Web browser Requires internet explorer 5.0 or higher
Viewing from Viewing software, Cms or mobile Phone
Notification e-mail notification on event

GENERAL

IR remote supplied with each unit
Event log  256 events (alarm, motion, Video and Power loss, 
 Power and Record on/off)

ELECTRICAL

Power requirement 100-240 Vac, 50-60Hz
Power consumption 90Watts
Power connectors ieC320-C13

ENVIRONMENTAL

Operating temp 5-40C
Relative humidity maximum 80% non-condensing

PHYSICAL

Unit dimensions 450x370x90mm (WxDxH)
Box dimensions 560x440x220mm (WxDxH)
Unit weight approximately 9kg depending on drive size
Boxed weight approximately 10kg depending on drive size

ASSOCIATED PRODUCTS

VKBD3Im 3 axis Joystick telemetry Keyboard


